Henderson Bowling Club Newsletter – Issue 03/20
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Looking back

Sad News
In recent weeks we have
lost two valued, well
respected friends and
fellow bowlers.
Jimmy Henderson
Esther Watson
Our thoughts and
sympathies go out to
their families at this
particularly difficult time.

RIP

hbc

bowling

The non-bowling edition!
It isn’t that long since the last
newsletter but an awful lot has
changed. We’ve gone from
planning our personal bowls
calendar to working out what
we’ll do without bowls !
We’re down but not out! Closed
but not finished, just taking a
break.
Our bowling friends are still our
friends, even when we’re not
bowling. Do your best to keep in
touch with your mates, check in
on them to makes sure they are
OK. We’re a resilient bunch and
we’ll bounce back from this so
stay safe, look after yourself and
your mates.

Some of you might recall the popular Spot the Ball competition.
This is a similar approach. Work out where you think the jack is
in the picture and keep a note of it using the column letter and
number of the row, e.g. A1.
Thanks to Tony Lumb for creating the picture.
Result revealed in the next newsletter.

Where is the jack?

What are you doing?
We are all dealing with a bit more time on our
hands. There are some interesting stories
circulating about how people are filling there
time. There is an innovative, or desperate, soul
in Dunbar Bowling Club in Vancouver who has
tried bench top bowling with mandarins and
cherry tomatoes – check it out here
https://tinyurl.com/veyf62p

Mandarin Bowls!?!
Send me pictures of your bowling innovations
and I will share them – send to
dickinson1@orcon.net.nz

To help you stay in touch check out our Facebook page.

https://www.facebook.com/hendersonbowlingclub/

And this is definitely worth a second look –
beautiful bowls!
https://youtu.be/e4ohG2I0NA8

Bowls Trivia
Which famous sailor was said to be playing
bowls at the time of being informed of an
impending attack?

Which modern day player has the won the
world indoor championship 5 times?
What is Diane’s middle name?
On the world bowls tour circuit, who is known
as the Devon Destroyer?
Where were the 2008 outdoor World Bowls
Championships held?

Answers in the next newsletter.

Name that song
Remember these lyrics?

• Clue: 1965
Asked a girl what she wanted to be

She said baby, "Can't you see
I wanna be famous, a star of the screen
But you can do something in between“
• Clue: 1972

I get this feeling I may know you
As a lover and a friend.
But this voice keeps whispering in my
other ear,
Tells me I may never see you again.

Answers in the next newsletter.

